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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This document contains the findings of an economic impact analysis of Edinburgh 
Airport undertaken by BiGGAR Economics.  The analysis considers the economic 
benefits to Edinburgh and the Scottish economy as a whole from having an 
airport in Scotland’s Capital.  The analysis also considers how these benefits 
could increase by 2020 under various growth scenarios. 

The key finding of the analysis is that the economic benefit of having an airport in 
Edinburgh currently amounts to £955.4 million Gross Value Added (GVA)/year to 
the Scottish economy of which £507.1 million/year is retained within the City of 
Edinburgh.  The analysis also found that this level of activity currently supports 
almost 23,340 Scottish jobs, including around 12,330 in the City of Edinburgh. 

The analysis also suggests that by 2020 the value of these benefits to the Scottish 
economy could increase to between £1.1 billion and £1.6 billion GVA/year, of 
which between £594.9 million and £767.8 million GVA/year could be retained in 
Edinburgh.  It was estimated that this level of activity could support between 
approximately 26,000 and 40,280 Scottish jobs, of which between around 13,940 
and 19,920 could be in Edinburgh.  

1.1 Current Economic Impact 

The economic benefits associated with Edinburgh Airport include the direct, 
indirect and induced impacts associated with: 

• airport operations; 

• other associated on-site operations; 

• off-site operations; 

• passenger expenditure; and 

• freight traffic arriving and departing from the Airport. 

Airport operations include the employment and economic activity directly 
supported by Edinburgh Airport Ltd., the effect of purchases made by the Airport 
and its staff and the effect of capital investment undertaken by the Airport.  Taken 
together the impact of these airport operations currently generates £138.1 million 
GVA/year for the Scottish economy and supports 1,516 jobs. 

On-site operations include retail concessions and food and drink outlets within the 
Airport as well as airline services, car parking and customs and immigration.  This 
activity is not undertaken by Edinburgh Airport Ltd. but is attributable to the 
presence of the Airport.  Taken together it was estimated that these activities 
contribute a further £262.2 million GVA/year to the Scottish economy and support 
around 6,760 further jobs. 

The Airport also supports a range of off-site activity such as hotels and car parks 
that cater mainly, or largely, to passengers and a significant proportion of the 
activity of these operations is attributable to the Airport.  It was estimated that the 
proportion of this activity that is directly attributable to the presence of the Airport 
currently contributes £40.7 million GVA/year to the Scottish economy and 
supports around 940 Scottish jobs. 
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In 2015, 11.1 million passengers passed through the Airport, making it the busiest 
airport in Scotland and the 6th busiest airport in the UK.  Inbound passengers 
arriving at the Airport make an important contribution to Scotland’s tourism 
industry.  While it is likely that if there was no airport in Edinburgh some of these 
tourists would still visit Scotland, many would not. 

The Airport therefore plays a crucial role in facilitating the expenditure of visitors 
who would not otherwise travel to Scotland.  It was estimated that the expenditure 
of these passengers currently generates £301.9 million GVA/year for the Scottish 
economy and supports around 9,620 jobs.  This impact is of course also 
dependant on the existence of a strong tourist sector, capable of providing the 
type of services and facilities demanded by tourists.  The role of the Airport in 
relation to this impact is therefore necessary but not sufficient by itself. 

Interestingly, it was also estimated that between a quarter and a third of the total 
impact associated with passenger expenditure (£114.5 million GVA and almost 
2,890 jobs across Scotland) derived from the expenditure of outbound 
passengers preparing for their trip rather than inbound passengers. 

Although the main focus of activity at Edinburgh Airport is passengers, the Airport 
is also a freight hub.  By enabling the import and export of goods the Airport 
connects Scottish businesses directly with markets and suppliers all over the 
world.  As in the case of passengers, it is likely that if the Airport did not exist then 
some freight customers would use an alternative airport or mode of transport to 
get their goods to market or secure important supplies.  This will not be the case 
for all freight customers as for some freight customers the additional costs of 
using an alternative airport or mode of transport would be prohibitive. 

For these customers, the presence of an airport in Edinburgh directly facilitates 
additional trade.  It was estimated that this additional trade currently generates 
£97.9 million GVA/year for the Scottish economy and supports 1,630 Scottish 
jobs. While the Airport plays an important role in facilitating the trade that 
generates the impact, the trade itself is undertaken by other companies.  The role 
of the Airport in relation to this impact is therefore necessary but not sufficient by 
itself.   

A breakdown of the current quantifiable economic benefit to the Scottish economy 
of having an airport in Edinburgh is provided below.  This illustrates that only 15% 
of the annual GVA benefit associated with the Airport and just 6% of the jobs 
supported are directly related to airport operations.   It also shows that almost half 
of the GVA benefit associated with the Airport and more than half of the jobs 
supported are generated by the expenditure of passengers.   

Figure 1.1 – Economic Contribution of Edinburgh Airport – 2014/15 (Scotland) 
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Source: BiGGAR Economics 
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1.1.1 Wider Economic Contribution 

Not all of the economic benefits associated with having an airport in Edinburgh 
can be quantified.  The Airport is a key part of Scotland’s economic infrastructure, 
providing a crucial link between Scotland and the rest of the world. The Airport 
also plays a key role in helping to internationalise the Scottish economy by 
providing vital links to overseas markets and a gateway between Scotland and 
the rest of the world.  These links are vital, not only for supporting the export led 
growth of indigenous businesses but also for helping to make Scotland more 
attractive to overseas investors.    

Edinburgh Airport also provides a number of direct air links to remote mainland 
and island communities in Scotland, helping to connect them to markets and 
services elsewhere in Scotland and further afield.   

In these ways the Airport plays a key role in helping to deliver the Scottish 
Government’s primary objective of sustainable economic growth and makes an 
important contribution to achieving at least three of the four priorities identified in 
Scotland’s Economic Strategy: Investment, Inclusive Growth and 
Internationalisation. 

1.2 Potential Future Economic Impact 

Over the last 10 years, the number of passengers traveling through Edinburgh 
Airport has increased by 20%.  It is anticipated that between 2015 and 2020 
passenger numbers will increase by a further 18%, rising from 11.1 million in 2015 
to 13.1 million in 2020.  As passenger numbers increase, so too will the scale of 
the economic contribution associated with the Airport. 

The economic impact associated with different types of passenger varies 
significantly depending on the origin of the passenger and the purpose of their 
journey.  The result of this is that the current average economic impact per 
passenger varies from just £19 GVA for outbound business and leisure 
passengers to £521 GVA for inbound international business passengers.  The 
future impact associated with the Airport will therefore depend directly on the 
nature of new routes introduced and passenger mix that this attracts. 

To illustrate the potential scale of the benefits to the Scottish economy of having 
an airport in Edinburgh this report considers a range of potential growth scenarios.  
Based on these scenarios it was estimated that by the year 2020 the value of the 
benefits of having an airport in Edinburgh could amount to between £1.1 and £1.6 
billion GVA/year for the Scottish economy, of which between £594.9 and £767.8 
could be retained in Edinburgh.  It was further estimated that this level of activity 
could support between around 26,000 and 40,280 Scottish jobs, of which 
between approximately 13,940 and 19,920 could be in the City of Edinburgh. 

Exactly where in this range the future economic benefits associated with the 
Airport falls will depend on the nature of the new routes introduced between 2016 
and 2020 and the type of passengers that these help to attract.  By way of 
illustration it was estimated that the additional passenger expenditure associated 
with the introduction of a new international route could generate £7.8 million 
GVA/year for the Scottish economy and support almost 240 jobs  
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2 INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of an economic impact study of Edinburgh Airport 
undertaken by BiGGAR Economics in early 2016. 

2.1 Study Objectives 

The objectives of the study were to: 

• quantify the current economic impact of Edinburgh Airport; 

• quantify the potential future economic impact of Edinburgh Airport in 2020 
under various growth scenarios; and 

• qualitatively consider the wider catalytic impacts of Edinburgh Airport.  

The quantifiable impacts are considered in terms of: 

• Gross Value Added (GVA), which measures the monetary contribution that an 
organisation, company or industry adds to the economy through their 
operations; and 

• employment, which is measured in terms of headcount jobs supported unless 
stated otherwise. 

2.2 Sources of Impact 

There are numerous ways in which a facility like Edinburgh Airport can generate 
economic activity.  Some of these impacts are intuitive and obvious, such as any 
spending in the supply chain and the spending of visitors that come into Scotland 
through the Airport.  However, there are also impacts that are less intuitive and 
this report aimed to quantify as many of these as possible.  

The sources of economic impact that are quantified in this report include:  

• Core impacts of Edinburgh Airport: 

o direct impacts – resulting from Edinburgh Airport's income and staff 
directly employed by the Airport; 

o supplier impacts –  purchases of goods and services made by Edinburgh 
Airport; and 

o staff spending effects – expenditure of employees directly employed by 
Edinburgh Airport.  

• Other on-site impacts (related to the operation of the Airport and generated 
within the Airport, e.g. airlines, retail concessions etc.): 

o direct impacts – the people employed by on-site operators and the direct 
GVA they generate; 

o indirect impacts – employment and income generated in the supply chain; 
and 

o induced impacts – employment and income generated by employees of 
on-site operators spending their wages. 
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• Off-site impacts (related to the operation of the Airport but generated outwith 
the Airport, e.g. hotels, car parking): 

o direct impacts – the people employed by off-site operators and the direct 
GVA they generate; 

o indirect impacts – employment and income generated in the supply chain; 
and 

o induced impacts – employment and income generated by employees of 
off-site operators spending their wages. 

• Wider impacts (impacts generated as a result of the connectivity the Airport 
provides): 

o off-site spending of inbound passengers; and 

o off-site spending of outbound passengers. 

• Impacts on the construction sector – these relate to the significant capital 
investment undertaken by Edinburgh Airport. 

• Impacts on export and import sectors in the economy through air freight 
transportation via Edinburgh Airport. 

In addition to these quantifiable impacts, there are also impacts that the Airport 
has on the Edinburgh and Scottish economies that cannot be quantified in terms 
of GVA or employment.  These are discussed in Chapter 7. 

2.3 Study Areas 

The impacts in the report are assessed at two geographic levels: 

• City of Edinburgh; and 

• Scotland as a whole (which includes the impact of the Airport in Edinburgh). 

On-site impacts are considered to be those generated within the Airport boundary, 
as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1 – On-site Impacts: Edinburgh Airport Boundary 

 

Source: Google Maps 
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Off-site impacts are generated by companies and facilities that are close to the 
Airport, whose presence has been significantly influenced by the Airport. In 
practice, this includes several businesses that are located near the Gyle and 
Newbridge roundabouts, or whose activity is predominantly based on business 
from Edinburgh Airport or its passengers. 

2.4 Report Structure 

The remainder of this report is structured as follows: 

• Chapter 3 provides a description of the operations of Edinburgh Airport and 
other on-site operators as well as the off-site activities associated with it; 

• Chapter 4 describes the current economic impact of Edinburgh Airport on the 
Edinburgh and Scottish economies; 

• Chapter 5 describes each of the scenarios for growth and considers the basis 
for each of these scenarios.  It also outlines the future economic impact of 
Edinburgh Airport under each of these scenarios for growth; 

• Chapter 6 provides analysis of the value and volume of air freight as well as 
the current and potential future impact from this; 

• Chapter 7 discusses the wider catalytic impacts of Edinburgh Airport, 
including its role in attracting and retaining investment and supporting growth 
and economic competiveness;  

• Chapter 8 provides a summary of the impacts; and 

• the Appendix provides detail about BiGGAR Economics. 
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3 EDINBURGH AIRPORT PROFILE 
Edinburgh Airport is Scotland's busiest airport and the sixth largest in the UK in 
terms of passenger numbers.  There are more than 29 airlines serving 120-plus 
destinations, leading to almost 300 flights and an average of over 30,000 
passengers per day.  This chapter provides a profile of the Airport in terms of its 
core operations, wider activities around the Airport and the passengers it serves.   

3.1 Core Operations of Edinburgh Airport 

In 2014, Edinburgh Airport generated a turnover of £131 million.  Aeronautical 
income and retail income were the two main sources of revenue, accounting for 
90% of the Airport's total income.   Aeronautical income was the largest single 
source of income for the Airport.  It is the income directly associated with the 
Airport's infrastructure such as aircraft landing and take-off fees, aircraft parking 
charges and passenger service fees.  Retail income was the second largest 
component of income to the Airport and includes income from retail concessions, 
catering facilities and car parking. A breakdown of the Airport's income by source 
is provided in Figure 3.1.   

Figure 3.1 – Edinburgh Airport Income  
 

 
Source: Edinburgh Airport Annual Report and Financial Statements for the year ended 31 
December 2014 

Staff costs and supply expenditure in 2014 (excluding depreciation and interest) 
amounted to £67.5 million with staff costs accounting for 37% of this.  The main 
categories of expenditure are outlined in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 – Edinburgh Airport Expenditure 

 

Source: Edinburgh Airport Annual Report and Financial Statements for the year ended 31 
December 2014 

Edinburgh Airport directly employs 639 staff (582 ftes), with the overwhelming 
majority (over 95%) living in Scotland.  Of the Edinburgh Airport employees living 
in Scotland there is a spread across the country.  Perhaps unsurprisingly the 
greatest number of employees are resident in Edinburgh with around 25% living 
in the capital, 20% live in West Lothian and other notable numbers of staff 
residing in Fife, Midlothian, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, Falkirk, Clackmannanshire, 
Stirlingshire and Perthshire.  Staff employed by Edinburgh Airport received £22.9 
million in staff wages in 2014.  £21.7 million of this was paid to staff living in 
Scotland, of which £5.7 million was paid to staff living in Edinburgh. 

Edinburgh Airport has invested more than £260 million over the last 10 years in 
improving facilities and over the next 10 years, a further £240 million investment 
programme is planned.  Completed capital projects include a new security hall, 
landside improvements and expansion of the Eastern terminal.     

3.2 Other On-Site Operators 

In addition to the staff employed directly by Edinburgh Airport, a further 4,961 staff 
are employed by on-site operators.  This includes airlines, handling agents, retail 
concessions, control authorities (e.g. customs, immigration, police, fire service), 
freight agents, flight caterers and car parking.  The wide range of additional jobs 
supported by the operation of the Airport is demonstrated in Figure 3.3.  Data 
provided by the Airport indicates that 91% of the people employed by on-site 
operators live in Scotland and of these, 27% live within Edinburgh. 
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Figure 3.3 – Employment in On-Site Operators by Broad Category 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics calculation based on Edinburgh Airport data for 2015, York 
Aviation (2009), The Economic Impact of Edinburgh Airport and BiGGAR Economics 
Assumptions  

3.3 Wider Activity  

Edinburgh Airport is located in an industrial area of West Edinburgh along the A8 
corridor between The Gyle and the Newbridge roundabouts.  The area is home to 
2,700 people but during the working day the population quadruples as people 
travel into the area to work.  This makes it one of the most industrial areas of 
Edinburgh.   

The map in Figure 3.4 shows the three data zones that cover this area, these are: 

• S01001959; 

• S01002022; and 

• S01002078.  
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Figure 3.4 – Area surrounding Edinburgh Airport 

 

Source: Nomis 

In 2014, there were 11,400 people employed in the three data zones surrounding 
Edinburgh Airport.  The largest employment sector in this area is Transport and 
storage (inc postal), which would include those employed at Edinburgh Airport.  
Large banking companies have a significant administrative presence at 
Gogarburn and so the second largest employment sector is Business 
administration & support services, which employed over 2,200 people in 2014.  
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Figure 3.5 – Employment in area around Edinburgh Airport by Industrial Group 

 

Source: ONS, Business Registrar and Employment Survey 2014  

3.3.1 Off-site Operators  

The presence of some of the businesses in the wider area, such as the car 
parking facilities and hotels, will likely be due to the presence of Edinburgh Airport 
and the associated potential to attract business from the Airport’s passengers.   

Some of the larger employers in the area, such as the banking institutions, are 
likely to make use of the airport facilities.  In order to attribute any of the activity of 
these institutions to Edinburgh Airport it would be necessary to make an 
assumption about the proportion of the activity that would not happen without the 
presence of the Airport.  In this study, a conservative assumption was made that 
none of the activity in the financial institutions is additional as a result of the 
presence of the airport.  This is likely to be an underestimate.   

It was estimated that the off-site operators whose presence can be fully or partially 
attributed to Edinburgh Airport support an additional 682 employees because of 
the presence of the airport.  A breakdown of these employees is given in Table 
3.1.  This includes hotels, car parking operators and the Edinburgh Trams.  The 
approach taken to estimating the number of employees in off-site operators is 
described in further detail in Section 4. 

Table 3.1 – Attributable Off-Site Operators 

Off-Site Operator Estimated Number of Employees 
attributable to Edinburgh Airport 

Hotels 514 

Car Parking 54 

Edinburgh Trams 12 

Other 102 

Total 682 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 
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Taking the staff directly employed by the Airport as well as the employees of on-
site and off-site operators that can be attributed to the Airport indicates that 
Edinburgh Airport supports approximately 6,282 employees.  This is equivalent to 
approximately 55% of the total jobs that are located in the area shown in Figure 
3.4.  

Figure 3.6 – Employment Supported by Edinburgh Airport 
 

 

Source: Edinburgh Airport, BiGGAR Economics 

3.4 Passenger Profile 

In 2015 11.1 million passengers passed through Edinburgh Airport, making it the 
busiest airport in Scotland and the 6th busiest airport in the UK.  Outwith the 
London Area airports, Edinburgh Airport was the second most popular airport in 
the UK in terms of passenger numbers.  This is shown in Figure 3.7, which 
compares passenger numbers across the main UK airports in 2014.   

Edinburgh Airport  
639 Employees 

On-Site Operators 
4,961 Employees 

Off-Site Operators 
682 Employees  
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Figure 3.7 – UK Airports by Passenger Numbers (millions) 

 
Source: Civil Aviation Authority (2015), Airport Data 2014 

Over the last 10 years, Edinburgh Airport's passenger numbers have increased 
by 20%.  The composition of passengers travelling via Edinburgh Airport has also 
changed over this period as Figure 3.8 indicates.  In 2005, the majority of 
passengers (72%) were on domestic flights with EU and international services 
collectively accounting for 28% of passengers.  In contrast, by 2014 less than half 
of passengers (47%) were on domestic flights.  International services now 
account for almost 10% of passengers and EU services account for 44% of 
passengers.  

Figure 3.8 – Edinburgh Passenger Numbers 2005-2014 by Flight Type 

 
Source: Civil Aviation Authority, Airport Data 2005-2014 

Passenger survey data indicates that the majority of the Airport's passengers 
(73%) are outbound.  The most common reasons cited for travel by these 
passengers are leisure (38%), closely followed by business (35%).  Visiting 
friends and relatives (VFR) trips accounted for 27% of outbound passengers.  Of 
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the 27% of inbound passengers, almost half were travelling for leisure reasons, 
with business trips accounting for less than a fifth of journeys.  This is indicated in 
Figure 3.9. 

Figure 3.9 – Inbound and Outbound Passengers by Reason for Travel 

 

Source: Civil Aviation Authority (2014), CAA Passenger Survey Report 2013 

This study considers ten different categories of passengers in order to reflect the 
different spending patterns of each type of passenger.  The current breakdown of 
passenger numbers by these categories is shown in Table 3.2.   

Table 3.2 – Passenger Breakdown by Type 

Passenger Type Proportion 

Outbound VFR and Leisure 47.4% 

Outbound Business 25.6% 

Inbound UK and EU VFR 7.3% 

Inbound International VFR 0.5% 

Inbound International Business 0.3% 

Inbound EU Business 1.9% 

Inbound UK Business 6.1% 

Inbound International Leisure 1.0% 

Inbound EU Leisure 6.6% 

Inbound UK Leisure 3.2% 
Source: Edinburgh Airport 

Figure 3.10 depicts passenger traffic between Edinburgh Airport and other 
airports.  This indicates that London Heathrow Airport is the most popular 
destination/origin, accounting for 15% of all passenger traffic at Edinburgh Airport.  
More generally, the London Area airports account for almost a third (31%) of air 
passengers travelling to and from Edinburgh Airport.  In terms of international (i.e. 
non-UK) airports, Amsterdam is the most popular, followed by Dublin and Paris 
Charles de Gaulle.  Many of these airports operate as hub airports for passengers 
travelling on to final destinations elsewhere and therefore this breakdown does 
not reflect the final destination of these passengers.   
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Figure 3.10 – Air Passengers To and From Edinburgh Airport, 2014 (millions) 

Source: Civil Aviation Authority (2015), Airport Data 2014 

 
Over the period 2015-2020, Edinburgh Airport anticipates passenger numbers 
increasing by 18%, rising from 11.1 million in 2015 to 13.1 million in 2020.  The 
Airport anticipates that the trends described in Figure 3.8 will continue in the 
future, with the number of passengers on EU and international services increasing 
by almost a third (31%) and thereby accounting for almost 60% of passengers in 
2020.  
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4 CURRENT ECONOMIC IMPACT 
This chapter describes the current impacts associated with Edinburgh Airport.  It 
includes the core impacts arising from the daily operations of the Airport and 
construction sector impacts from capital investment undertaken by Edinburgh 
Airport.  Also considered in this chapter are the impacts of on-site and off-site 
operators and the impacts throughout the economy of passenger spending. 

4.1 Approach 

Each source of impact described in this chapter generates impact in three main 
ways: 

• direct impact – from the turnover generated and the employment directly 
supported; 

• indirect impact – supply chain impacts, i.e. the businesses in the supply chain 
that are supported as a result of the expenditure; and  

• induced impact – staff spending impacts, i.e. staff employed in the supply 
chain are supported as a result of the expenditure and they in turn spend their 
wages thereby contributing to the economy.  

4.1.1 Direct Impacts 

The direct GVA impact was estimated by dividing total expenditure by a 
turnover/GVA ratio appropriate to the sector in which the expenditure occurred.  
The UK Annual Business Survey1 gives a breakdown of these figures for 
industries and smaller sectors. The direct employment impacts were then 
estimated by dividing total expenditure by an estimate of turnover/employee in the 
relevant sector.   

Alternatively, if turnover/expenditure information was unavailable but employment 
statistics had been provided, direct GVA was estimated by applying the 
GVA/employee for the appropriate sector.  For the passenger air transport sector 
employee costs were used as a proxy for GVA to reflect the geographically varied 
distribution of airline profits.    

4.1.2 Indirect Impacts 

Indirect and induced multiplier effects were estimated using Type 1 and Type 2 
multipliers published in the Scottish Government’s Input-Output tables2. 

Type 1 multipliers capture supply chain impacts.  Applying sector appropriate 
Type 1 GVA and employment multipliers to the direct impacts therefore makes it 
possible to estimate indirect impacts.   

4.1.3 Induced Impacts 

Induced employment impacts can be estimated by applying Type 2 multipliers to 
the direct employment impact.  As Type 2 multipliers include both indirect and 
induced impacts, it is necessary to then subtract the indirect impacts already 
estimated to isolate the induced impact. 

                                                
1 ONS (2015), UK Annual Business Survey 2013 Revised Results 
2 Scottish Government (2015), Input-Output Tables 2012 
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In this analysis the induced employment impacts were estimated by subtracting 
the Type 2 multiplier impacts from the Type 1 multiplier impacts that were 
associated with the direct employment impacts.  Induced GVA impacts were then 
estimated by applying average GVA/employee ratios to the induced employment 
impacts.  As people spend their wages across all sectors of the economy, the 
average GVA/employee across all economic sectors was used.   

4.2 Core Impacts of Edinburgh Airport 

The Core Impacts of the Airport are those associated with the day to day running 
of the organisation and include: 

• direct impacts; 

• supplier impacts; and 

• staff spending impacts. 

4.2.1 Direct Impact 

The direct impact of any organisation is the value it adds to the economy and the 
number of jobs it supports in a given time frame.  The direct GVA of Edinburgh 
Airport was estimated by subtracting non-staff expenditure from the total income 
of the Airport.   

In 2014 the total income of Edinburgh Airport was £130.7 million and expenditure 
on supplies amounted to £44.5 million.  The direct GVA of Edinburgh Airport was 
therefore estimated to be £86.2 million.   The direct employment impact of an 
organisation is simply the number of people it employs.  In 2014 the Airport 
directly employed 582 full time equivalent staff.  These impacts are summarised in 
Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 – Direct Impact of Edinburgh Airport in 2014 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA (£m) 86.2 86.2 

Employment 582 582 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

4.2.2 Supplier Impact 

Edinburgh Airport has an impact on the wider economy through the goods and 
services it purchases.  This is because these purchases increase the turnover 
and supports employment in the companies that supply the Airport.  

In 2014 the total income of Edinburgh Airport was £130.7 million and other 
operating expenses (including supplies and interest) amounted to £82.7 million.    

In 2014 Edinburgh Airport spent £44.5 million on good and services.  The largest 
proportion of supplier expenditure was aerodrome navigation service charges, 
which accounted for 28% of the Airport's expenditure on supplies.  This was 
followed by maintenance expenditure, which accounted for 17% of expenditure on 
supplies.  

In order to estimate the impact by study area it was necessary to consider how 
much of the Airport's expenditure occurs in each study area.  As data for this was 
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not available, it was assumed that 66% of the Airport's suppliers were located in 
Scotland and 33% were based in Edinburgh.  

Following the approach outlined in Section 4.1 it was estimated that Edinburgh 
Airport generated £26.7 million GVA and supported almost 480 jobs in the 
Scottish economy as a result of purchasing goods and services.  Of this, an 
estimated £10.0 million GVA and almost 190 jobs were in the City of Edinburgh.  
This is shown in Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2 – Supplier Impact of Edinburgh Airport in 2015 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA (£m) 10.0 26.7 

Employment 187 479 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

4.2.3 Staff Spending Impact 

In 2015 Edinburgh Airport directly employed 639 staff (582 fte) and these 
employees have an impact on the wider economy when they spend their wages.   

The Airport's total expenditure on staff wages amounted to £22.9 million.  Where 
staff spend their wages will depend to a large extent on where they live.  Data 
provided by Edinburgh Airport indicates that 95% of staff live in Scotland, and 
25% live in the City of Edinburgh.  It was assumed that pay was proportional to 
where staff live and it was therefore estimated that staff in Edinburgh were paid a 
total of £5.7 million and in the rest of Scotland, staff were paid £16.0 million.    

As the Annual Business Survey does not include Value Added Tax (VAT) in its 
turnover figures, it was necessary to deduct VAT from the total staff salaries paid.  
Analysis of ONS data3 indicates that 9% of general household expenditure is 
spent on VAT so this proportion of spend was excluded.  

The next step was to estimate how much staff living in each study area spent in 
each of the three study areas.  This assumption is different for the staff living in 
each study area.  For example, it was estimated that staff living in Edinburgh 
spend 74% of their salaries in Scotland (i.e. 26% of salaries are spent outside 
Scotland), of which 35% is spent in the City of Edinburgh.  These assumptions 
are based on analysis of the Scottish Input-Output tables that indicate that people 
living in Scotland spend 74% of their expenditure within Scotland.  As no other 
data is available on spending patterns, reasonable assumptions were made for 
the remaining geographic levels.  The assumptions used are presented in Table 
4.3. 

Table 4.3 – Staff Spending Matrix 

 Where staff spend their salaries 

Where staff live  Edinburgh Scotland 

Edinburgh 35% 74% 

Rest of Scotland 20% 74% 
Source: BiGGAR Economics Assumption 

                                                
3 ONS (2012), Family Spending 
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Using these assumptions it was estimated that Edinburgh Airport employees 
spent a total of £16.2 million in Scotland in 2015, of which £5.3 million was spent 
in Edinburgh.  The approach outlined in Section 4.1 was applied to this 
expenditure in each area.  

It was therefore estimated that by spending their wages staff at Edinburgh Airport 
contributed £10.7 million GVA to the Scottish economy and supported 216 jobs in 
Scotland, of which £2.1 million GVA and 44 jobs were estimated to be within 
Edinburgh.  This is summarised in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 – Current Staff Spending Impact of Edinburgh Airport  

 Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA (£m) 2.1 10.7 

Employment 44 216 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

4.3 Impact of Capital Investment  

Edinburgh Airport has invested significantly over the last 10 years in improving 
facilities and expanding the Airport (including a new security hall and expanded 
terminal building) with further investment planned over the next 10 years.  These 
capital investment projects generate economic activity and support employment in 
the construction sector.   

In 2014, Edinburgh Airport spent £23.0 million on capital expenditure.  In order to 
estimate the quantifiable impact of this it was necessary to estimate how much of 
the £23.0 million capital spending occurs in each study area.  As data for this was 
unavailable it was assumed that 90% of the capital suppliers used by the Airport 
were based in Scotland, and of these around half were based in Edinburgh itself.   

Some of this capital spend will be on land and buildings and this expenditure is 
therefore equivalent to additional turnover in the construction sector.  However, 
some of the spend is likely to be on plant, machinery and equipment and 
therefore equivalent to additional turnover in the manufacturing sector.  It was 
assumed that three quarters of capital expenditure would be on construction and 
the remaining on machinery and equipment.  The impact of this expenditure was 
estimated following the approach outlined in Section 4.1, using economic ratios 
and multipliers for the construction and manufacturing sectors. 

In this way it was estimated that capital spending by Edinburgh Airport generated 
£14.6 million GVA and supported almost 240 jobs in Scotland, of which £5.5 
million GVA and almost 90 jobs were estimated to be retained in Edinburgh.  A 
breakdown of this spend by study area is provided in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.5 – Capital Spending Impact of Edinburgh Airport  

 Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA (£m) 5.5 14.6 

Employment 88 239 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 
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4.4 Impacts of On-site Operators 

In addition to the turnover generated by Edinburgh Airport and the staff it directly 
employs, other companies located within the boundary of Edinburgh Airport also 
generate economic activity.  Examples of on-site operators include retail 
concessions, food and drink outlets, airline services, car parking and customs and 
immigration.  Each of these entities generates turnover and supports additional 
employment.  Their location at the Airport means that all of their economic activity 
is attributable to the presence of Edinburgh Airport.   

Edinburgh Airport data indicates that in 2014/15 on-site operators employ 4,961 
staff.  Surveys undertaken in 2008 provide a breakdown by broad employment 
category of all staff working at the Airport.   

In order to avoid double counting with the Core Impacts, assumptions were made 
to exclude employees who are part of the Airport's supply chain as their impact 
has already been considered.  For example, air traffic controllers work on-site but 
are employed by a third party company that is paid by the Airport and forms part 
of the Airport's spend on goods and services.   It was necessary to exclude these 
employees in order to avoid double counting.  After doing this it was estimated 
that in 2014/15 there were 4,275 staff that worked in other on-site operations who 
have not been counted elsewhere in this analysis. 

As passenger numbers have increased by 24% since 2008 when the surveys 
were undertaken, the employment breakdown by category is likely to have 
changed as well.  As a result the employment in each category was increased in 
proportion to the growth in passenger numbers.  However, as the retail space at 
the Airport has increased disproportionally it was assumed that employment in 
passenger services and sales had also disproportionality increased.  Therefore 
employment in this category was assumed to make up the balance of the 4,961 
staff.  The estimated employees of on-site operators are listed by category in 
Table 4.6.   

Data provided by the Airport indicated that 91% of the people employed by on-site 
operators live in Scotland and of these, 27% live within Edinburgh.  
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Table 4.6 – Employment in On-Site Operators (not included elsewhere) in 2015 

Employment Categories No. of Employees 

Passenger Services/Sales/Clerical  2,540  

Apron/Ramp/Cargo/Baggage Handling & Drivers  152  

Catering/Cleaning/Housekeeping  261  

Pilots/ATC/Flight Operations  273  

Security  122  

Air Cabin Crew  318  

Management/Professional - General  230  

Customs/Immigration/Police/Fire Service  142  

Management/Professional Airport/Airline Specific  163  

Information Technology  7  

Other  67  

Total  4,275  
Source: BiGGAR Economics calculation based on Edinburgh Airport data for 2014/15, York 
Aviation (2009), The Economic Impact of Edinburgh Airport and BiGGAR Economics 
Assumptions 

The estimated employees in each category form the direct employment impact of 
on-site operators.  The direct GVA was thereby estimated by applying a sector 
appropriate GVA/employee ratio to this.  The indirect and induced impacts were 
estimated following the approach outlined in Section 4.1. 

In this way it was estimated that on-site operators contributed £262.2 million GVA 
to the Scottish economy in 2015 and supported 6,759 jobs in Scotland.  Of this, it 
was estimated that £194.9 million GVA and 5,094 jobs were retained in 
Edinburgh.   

Table 4.7 – Impact of On-Site Operators in 2015 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA (£m)   

Direct 161.8   161.8  

Indirect  17.8   54.0  

Induced  15.3   46.4  

Total GVA 194.9 262.2 

Employment    

Direct  4,275   4,275  

Indirect  507   1,536  

Induced  313   948  

Total Employment 5,094 6,759 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
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4.5 Impacts of Off-site Operators 

In addition to the operators located within the Airport's boundary, there are a 
number of other operators who are located outwith the Airport but within its 
vicinity.  The presence of some of these off-site operators is attributable to 
Edinburgh Airport while others benefit from business of passengers travelling via 
the Airport.    

These off-site operators also have an economic impact and this is considered 
further in this section.  As described in Section 3.3, off-site operators including 
hotels, car parking, Edinburgh Trams and others were estimated to employ 682 
people as a result of activity supported by the Airport.  Each of these operators is 
discussed in more detail below.  

4.5.1 Off-site Hotels 

There are almost 1,500 hotel rooms in the ten hotels located in the vicinity of 
Edinburgh Airport.  The direct economic activity at each of the hotels is visible 
through the levels of employment in these hotels.  The number of rooms in each 
hotel and their star rating can be used in conjunction with the Employment 
Densities Guide4 to estimate total employment supported in hotels within the 
vicinity of the Airport.   

It was necessary to make assumptions about whether the presence of the hotels 
was attributable to the Airport.  In the case of the Hilton Edinburgh Airport or 
Travelodge Edinburgh Airport Ratho Station, which are both purpose built hotels, 
it can be said that their presence in the area is entirely due to the Airport.  A 
further assumption was made about how much of the hotels' activity was 
attributable to the Airport, i.e. how much of the hotels' business was from 
Edinburgh Airport passengers.  Following this approach it was possible to 
estimate that 514 employees at hotels in the vicinity are attributable to Edinburgh 
Airport.  Turnover was estimated by applying the average turnover/employee for 
the accommodation sector, sourced from the Annual Business Survey.  

4.5.2 Off-site Car Parking 

There are also a number of car parking facilities located within the vicinity of the 
Airport.  The presence of these facilities in the area is entirely due to the Airport as 
the market for these facilities is people flying out of Edinburgh.  All of the 
employees in these off-site car parks are therefore attributable to Edinburgh 
Airport.   

Employment in these facilities was estimated based on the number of spaces in 
each car park and data from the British Parking Association5, which suggests that 
on average across the UK there are 116 car parking spaces per employee.  
Turnover in these companies was estimated based on investor documents which 
indicate that annual rental income from airport car parks is in the region of £2,300 
per space.6  

                                                
4 Drivers Jonas Deloitte (2010), Employment Densities Guide 2nd Edition  
5 British Parking Association and Skyblue Research (2013), The Size and Shape of the UK 
Parking Profession.  
6 Parkfirst (2015), Glasgow Airport Brochure October 2015 
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4.5.3 Other Off-site Activity 

Edinburgh Airport is the western termination point of the Edinburgh Trams.  The 
tram depot, where maintenance of the trams is undertaken and the tram network 
is managed, is also located at Gogarburn near Edinburgh Airport.  Some of the 
impact of the Edinburgh Trams can therefore be attributed to the Airport.  
Employment and turnover was estimated based on the financial accounts of 
Edinburgh Trams.7     

In addition to the hotels, car parking and Edinburgh Trams there are other 
companies located in the vicinity of the Airport in industrial estates such as 
Lochend and Edinburgh Interchange.  The presence of some of these companies 
will be attributable to Edinburgh Airport, such as those offering services to airlines 
(for example, international logistics companies such as FedEx and DHL) and 
bespoke passenger services such as Ingliston Cattery and Kennels.  Appropriate 
assumptions were made about the level of employment in these companies as 
well as the extent to which this was attributable to Edinburgh Airport.  

The direct, indirect and induced GVA and employment impacts were then 
estimated following the approach outlined in Section 4.1.  In this way it was 
estimated that attributable off-site operators contributed an estimated £40.7 million 
GVA and 939 jobs in Scotland, of which £31.4 million GVA and 766 jobs were 
estimated to be in Edinburgh. 

Table 4.8 – Impact of Attributable Off-Site Operators in 2015 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA (£m)   

Direct 26.8 26.8 

Indirect 3.0 9.0 

Induced 1.6 4.8 

Total GVA 31.4 40.7 

Employment    

Direct 682 682 

Indirect 52 158 

Induced 33 99 

Total Employment 766 939 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

4.6 Impacts of Outbound Tourism 

Passengers flying outwards from Edinburgh Airport are likely to spend money 
beforehand in preparation for their travels.  This spending is likely to occur in 
Edinburgh or elsewhere in Scotland and were it not for the connectivity provided 
by the Airport this spending would not take place.   

UK Tourism statistics indicate that outbound passengers spend 60% of their prior 
expenditure on air passenger transport services, such as flights and 23% on other 

                                                
7 Edinburgh Trams (2015), Edinburgh Trams Limited Financial Statements for the year ended 
31 December 2014. 
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consumption products, such as clothing etc.  A breakdown of this expenditure by 
category is provided in Figure 4.1.    

Figure 4.1 – Outbound Tourism Expenditure 

 
Source: Tourism Alliance (2015), UK Tourism Statistics 2015 

In order to estimate the total level of expenditure of inbound passengers, it was 
assumed that expenditure in on-site operators at the Airport is equivalent to spend 
in the air passenger transport services category.  Using this method it was 
possible to estimate the average outbound passengers at Edinburgh Airport 
spends £183 per trip in the UK, including costs of flights and money spent in the 
terminal.  Outbound passengers also spend £66 outwith the confines of the airport 
in preparation for their trip.  Therefore the 4.1 million outbound passengers that 
passed through Edinburgh Airport spend a total of £297 million in Scotland, 
outwith Edinburgh Airport, before they left the country.   

Table 4.9 – UK Spend of Outbound Passengers per trip 

 Value 

Including Airline & Airport Expenditure £183.06 

Excluding Airline & Airport Expenditure £66.03 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

By apportioning spend in on-site operators between outbound and inbound 
passengers and then applying the remaining proportions in Figure 4.1 it was 
possible to estimate outbound passenger expenditure by category.  The on-site 
spend and off-site passenger spend in hotels and car parking were deducted to 
avoid double counting.  The spend in hotels within the vicinity of the Airport was 
deducted by assuming that 90% of outbound passenger accommodation spend 
would be in hotels within the vicinity, as it is likely that people will choose to stay 
close to the Airport for convenience.  Assumptions about the additionality of 
passengers were also applied.  

In this way it was possible to estimate that outbound passengers from Edinburgh 
Airport spent an additional £236.7 million in Scotland.  Following the approach 
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outlined in Section 4.1 it was possible to estimate that outbound passengers 
contributed £114.5 million GVA to the Scottish economic in 2015 and supported 
2,890 Scottish jobs.  It was also estimated that £43.3 million of this GVA and 
1,194 of these jobs were in Edinburgh and.  

Table 4.10 – Outbound Tourism Impact of Edinburgh Airport in 2015 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA (£m) 43.3 114.5 

Employment 1,194 2,890 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

4.7 Impacts of Inbound Tourism 

Passengers flying into Edinburgh are likely to be visiting Scotland for leisure 
purposes, such as a holiday, or for business or to visit friends and relatives (VFR).  
In 2015, 11.1 million passengers travelled via Edinburgh Airport.  As described in 
Figure 3.9, 27% of the Airports passengers were inbound.  It was assumed that 
these figures include both the inward and outward journey and therefore the 
number of unique inbound passengers was estimated to be 1.5 million.  

During their stay in Scotland these visitors contribute to the economy through their 
spending.  The average spend per trip will vary depending on the type of visitor 
(e.g. VFR, Leisure, Business) and their origin (e.g. UK, EU or International). Table 
4.11 summarises the key assumptions used.  

Table 4.11 – Inbound Tourism Assumptions 

Visitor Type % of Inbound Passengers Spend per Trip (£) 

UK and EU VFR 27% 328 

International VFR 2%  893  

International Business 1%  1,025  

EU Business 7%  532  

UK Business 23%  339  

International Leisure 4%  991  

EU Leisure 25%  610  

UK Leisure 12%  444  
Source: VisitBritain (2016), VFR, Leisure and Business Spending by European/International 
Visitors 2014 and VisitScotland (2015), GB Tourism Survey 2014. 

The proportions in Table 4.11 were applied to the 1.5 million inbound passengers 
in order to provide a breakdown of inbound passengers by visitor type.  
Appropriate assumptions were then made to account for the fact that not all of 
these passengers may be attributable to the Airport i.e. some of the passengers 
may have travelled to Scotland even if Edinburgh Airport did not exist.  The 
average spend per trip figures outlined in Table 4.11 were then applied to these 
visitor numbers in order to estimate total spend associated with each type of 
passenger.  It was thereby estimated that International/EU inbound passengers 
spent £343.8 million and inbound passengers from the rest of the UK spent 
£266.0 million in Scotland.  
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During their stay visitors will spend on a variety of things such as accommodation, 
transport, cultural activities etc. and therefore this additional spend is likely to be 
across different sectors of the economy.  The additional spend was therefore 
broken down by broad category of expenditure as outlined in Table 4.12.  

Table 4.12 – Inbound Tourism Spend by Category 

Spending by Category International/EU UK 

Accommodation services for visitors 21% 8% 

Food and beverage serving services 15% 27% 

Railway passenger transport services 2% 4% 

Road passenger transport services 2% 2% 

Water passenger transport services 1% 1% 

Air passenger transport services 14% 15% 

Transport equipment rental services 0% 1% 

Travel agencies and other reservation 
services 0% 3% 

Cultural activities 1% 5% 

Sport and recreation activities 1% 3% 

Exhibitions & Conferences etc. 0% 0% 

Other consumption products 43% 31% 

Total 100% 100% 
Source: ONS (2015), Table 4 UK Tourism Satellite Account (UK-TSA): 2012 

From this, spend within the air passenger transport services category was 
deducted as this has already been included in the Airport's on-site operators 
impact.  As well as this expenditure in offsite hotels within the vicinity of the Airport 
was deducted from the 'Accommodation services for visitors' category to avoid 
double counting.  The approach outlined in Section 4.1 was then applied in order 
to estimate the GVA and employment impacts supported by the expenditure of 
inbound passengers.  Multipliers and economic ratios for the appropriate 
economic sectors for each of the categories in Table 4.12 were used.  

Passenger survey data8 indicates that 51% of inbound passengers remain in 
Edinburgh.  Based on this it was possible to estimate the impact by study area.  It 
was thereby estimated that inbound passengers generated £301.9 million GVA 
for the Scottish economy and supported more than 9,600 Scottish jobs.  It was 
also estimated that £115.3 million of this GVA and more than 4,000 of these jobs 
were in Edinburgh.   

Table 4.13 – Inbound Tourism Impact of Edinburgh Airport in 2015 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA (£m) 115.3 301.9 

Employment 4,077 9,624 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

                                                
8 Civil Aviation Authority (2014), CAA Passenger Survey 2013 
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4.8 Summary of Current Operational and Passenger Impacts 

Edinburgh Airport's operations, its on-site operators, off-site operators and 
passenger expenditure together contributed an estimated: 

• £488.8 million GVA and 12,033 jobs in Edinburgh; and 

• £857.5 million GVA and 21,727 jobs in Scotland.  

These impacts are summarised in Table 4.14 and Table 4.15. 

NB: This impact is not the total current impact of the Airport since it excludes the 
additional impact associated with freight activity at the Airport, which is considered 
in chapter 6. 

Table 4.14 – Current GVA Impact of Edinburgh Airport (£m) – Passengers and Operations  

 Edinburgh Scotland 

Direct Impact 86.2 86.2 

Supplier Impact 10.0 26.7 

Staff Spending Impact 2.1 10.7 

Capital Spending Impact 5.5 14.6 

Total Edinburgh Airport Operations 103.8 138.1 

Direct Impact of On-site Operators 161.8 161.8 

Indirect Impact of On-site Operators 17.8 54.0 

Induced Impact of On-site Operators 15.3 46.4 

Total On-Site Operators 194.9 262.2 

Direct Impact of Off-site Operators 26.8 26.8 

Indirect Impact of Off-site Operators 3.0 9.0 

Induced Impact of Off-site Operators 1.6 4.8 

Total Off-Site Operators 31.4 40.7 

Inbound Passenger Expenditure 115.3 301.9 

Outbound Passenger Expenditure 43.3 114.5 

Total Passenger Expenditure 158.6 416.4 

Total GVA 488.8 857.5 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
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Table 4.15 – Current  Employment Impact of Edinburgh Airport (Jobs) – Passengers and 
Operations 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

Direct Impact 582 582 

Supplier Impact 187 479 

Staff Spending Impact 44 216 

Capital Spending Impact 88 239 

Total Edinburgh Airport Operations 901 1,516 

Direct Impact of On-site Operators 4,275 4,275 

Indirect Impact of On-site Operators 507 1,536 

Induced Impact of On-site Operators 313 948 

Total On-Site Operators 5,094 6,759 

Direct Impact of Off-site Operators 682 682 

Indirect Impact of Off-site Operators 52 158 

Induced Impact of Off-site Operators 33 99 

Total Off-Site Operators 766 939 

Inbound Passenger Expenditure 4,077 9,624 

Outbound Passenger Expenditure 1,194 2,890 

Total Passenger Expenditure 5,271 12,514 

Total Employment 12,033 21,727 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
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5 FUTURE ECONOMIC IMPACT 
This chapter considers the potential future economic impact associated with the 
sources of impact considered in the previous chapter, that is the impacts 
associated with:  

• airport operations; 

• on-site operators; 

• off-site operators; and 

• passenger expenditure. 

The future impact associated with freight activity facilitated by the Airport is 
considered in Chapter 6. 

5.1 Approach 

The future potential economic impacts considered in this chapter were assessed 
using four different scenarios in order to provide an illustration of the possible 
impacts from a changing passenger mix.   

In all of the four scenarios it was assumed that impacts arising from the core 
operations of the Airport (i.e. direct, supplier spending, staff spending and capital 
investment) would increase according to the Airport's projected income, 
operational costs and future capital investment plans to 2020. 

The impacts of on-site and off-site operators were assumed to increase in line 
with the Airport's anticipated total passenger growth to 2020.   Over the period 
2015-2020, Edinburgh Airport anticipates that passenger numbers will increase by 
18%, rising from 11.1 million in 2015 to 13.1 million in 2020.   

The Airport anticipates that the trends described in section 3.4 will continue in the 
future such that the number of passengers on EU and international services will 
increase by almost a third (31%) by 2020, accounting for almost 60% of total 
passengers (Figure 5.1).   

Figure 5.1 – Edinburgh Airport Anticipated Passenger Growth 2015-2020 (millions) 

 

Source: Edinburgh Airport 
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This changing passenger mix has consequences for the potential future economic 
impact of the Airport as the level of spending (and therefore impact) associated 
with different types of passenger varies.  Inbound and outbound passenger 
impacts are therefore the only variable in each of the four scenarios. 

5.1.1 Value per Passenger 

The different categories of passenger have different spending patterns and 
therefore the economic impacts associated with each passenger category are 
different.   

An analysis of the current passenger impacts estimated in Chapter 4 enables the 
economic impacts per passenger type to be estimated based on current spending 
levels and patterns.  Figure 5.2 gives the GVA impact in Scotland per trip for each 
category of passenger.  It shows that international passengers have a greater 
GVA impact per head, followed by EU passengers.  Domestic passengers have 
lower levels of spend and therefore lower economic impacts.   

Figure 5.2 – GVA per Trip by Passenger Type 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

5.1.2 Passenger Additionality 

As with the current impacts, in order to estimate the economic impact of each 
passenger type it was necessary to consider the additionality of each passenger 
type.  That is, how many of these passengers would have travelled to Scotland 
regardless of the presence of Edinburgh Airport and the flights on offer.  There 
have been no surveys of passengers at Edinburgh Airport regarding alternative 
modes of transport and the role that the Airport played in the decision to travel to 
Scotland.   

Some evidence does exist however that suggests that Edinburgh Airport has a 
significant impact on the number of passengers that chose to travel, rather than 
just the mode of transport that is used.  In recent years Edinburgh has added a 
new direct flight to Hamburg.  Passenger surveys conducted on this route found 
that the vast majority of passengers would not have travelled to Scotland without 
Edinburgh Airport offering this route and the new route resulted in a growth in 
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traffic between the two cities.  This would suggest that the additionality of the 
passengers to Scotland is very high.  

The additionality of passengers is likely to vary between different passenger 
types.   For example, VFR passengers are likely to have a lower additionality than 
their leisure counterparts because the friends and family that they are visiting are 
the main reason for their visit and these people are located in Scotland.  Similarly, 
the additionality of domestic passengers is likely to be lower than that of those 
coming from further afield because there are a greater number of alternatives to 
air transport for UK travellers (Figure 5.3). 

Figure 5.3 – Additionality of Passengers by Type 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

5.2 Future Growth Scenarios 

Four scenarios were considered to establish the range of potential impacts.  
These scenarios are described below: 

• Scenario 1 – growth in passenger numbers reflects the current breakdown of 
passenger types.  This reflects a growth with no strategy to target particular 
groups beyond what is currently being undertaken at the Airport; 

• Scenario 2 – growth in passenger numbers comes exclusively from an 
increase in the number of outbound passengers;  

• Scenario 3 – growth in passenger numbers comes exclusively from inbound 
international business passengers; and 

• Scenario 4 – growth in passenger numbers comes from an even split of 
inbound and outbound passengers.  

Scenarios 2 and 3 are unlikely to occur, but helpful because they illustrate the 
importance of passenger type for the future economic impact of the Airport and 
set an upper and lower limit on the potential economic impacts associated with 
the target of 13.1 million passengers. 
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5.2.1 Scenario 1 

Scenario 1 considers the growth in Edinburgh Airport's activity along a 'business 
as usual' trajectory, that is the new passengers who are attracted to Edinburgh 
Airport are similar to those who currently use the Airport.  Therefore the 
proportions of the additional 2.0 million passengers would reflect the proportions 
of current passengers described in Table 3.2.    

In 2015, the majority of passengers who travelled through the Airport were 
outbound passengers.  In Scenario 1, this trend would continue and 74% of total 
passengers would be outbound.  The breakdown of passengers in 2020 is given 
in Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.4 – Scenario 1 Total Attributable Passenger Breakdown 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

If the passenger population grew in line with the current trend, the economic 
impact of passenger expenditure, airport operations and on-site and off-site 
operators could be £1,019.7 million and 25,562 jobs in Scotland by 2020.  Of this, 
the expenditure of inbound and outbound passengers could support 14,721 jobs 
elsewhere in Scotland.  This is over 2,200 jobs more than were supported by this 
activity in 2015.  Overall, this scenario would represent a 17.7% growth in 
employment impacts between 2015 and 2020.  The breakdown of employment 
impacts by source is given in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5 – Scenario 1 Jobs Impact in Scotland by Source 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

5.2.2 Scenario 2 

In Scenario 2, all the additional 2.0 million passengers between 2015 and 2020 
would be outbound passengers.  As shown in Figure 5.2 the outbound category of 
passenger is the one with the lowest GVA impact as each additional outbound 
passenger generates an additional £32 GVA for the Scottish economy.  Therefore 
scenario 2 illustrates the minimum economic impact that could be generated by 
Edinburgh Airport in 2020 if projected passenger numbers are achieved.  

In 2015, the majority of passengers who travelled through the Airport were 
outbound passengers.  In Scenario 2, this proportion would increase from 73% to 
78%.  The breakdown of passengers in 2020 is given in Figure 5.6.  
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Figure 5.6 – Scenario 2 Total Attributable Passenger Breakdown 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

If the passenger population grows in line with that described above, the economic 
impact of passenger expenditure, airport operations and on-site and off-site 
operators in 2020 would be £973.9 million and 24,053 jobs in Scotland.  Of this, 
the spending of inbound and outbound passengers could support 13,212 jobs 
elsewhere in Scotland, outwith the environs of Edinburgh Airport.  This is almost 
700 jobs more than were supported in 2015.   Overall, this scenario would 
represent a 10.7% growth in employment impacts between 2015 and 2020.  The 
breakdown of employment impacts by source is given in Figure 5.7. 

Figure 5.7 – Scenario 2 Jobs Impact in Scotland by Source 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 
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5.2.3 Scenario 3 

As shown in Figure 5.2 the inbound international business category of passenger 
has the greatest GVA impact, generating an additional £521 GVA for the Scottish 
economy.  In Scenario 3, all the additional 2.0 million passengers between 2015 
and 2020 would be inbound international business passengers therefore scenario 
3 illustrates the maximum possible future economic impact.   

As a result of this expansion, inbound international business passengers would 
account for 16.4% of the passengers by 2020.  In total, inbound passengers 
would increase from 27% of passengers in 2015, to 38% in 2020.  The 
breakdown of passenger proportions for this scenario is given in Figure 5.8. 

Figure 5.8 – Scenario 3 Total Attributable Passenger Breakdown 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

If the passenger population grew in line with that described above, the economic 
impact of passenger expenditure, airport operations and on-site and off-site 
operators in 2020 could be £1,417.1 million and 38,024 jobs in Scotland.  Of this 
the spending of inbound and outbound passengers could support 27,183 jobs 
elsewhere in Scotland, outwith the environs of Edinburgh Airport.  This is 14,669 
jobs more than were supported by this activity in 2015.   Overall, this scenario 
would represent a 75.0% growth in employment impacts between 2015 and 2020. 
The breakdown of employment impacts by source is given in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9 – Scenario 3 Jobs Impact in Scotland by Source 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

5.2.4 Scenario 4 

Scenario 4 was used to illustrate the potential impact of Edinburgh Airport if the 
future passenger mix has a higher proportion of inbound passengers.  In recent 
years, there has been an increase in the proportion of passengers passing 
through the Airport who are inbound so this scenario assumes that this trend 
continues.  In this scenario, 50% of the additional passengers between 2015 and 
2020 were assumed to be inbound, compared to 27% of passengers in 2015.  

As a result of assuming that 50% of the additional passengers would be inbound 
by 2020, 29% of all passengers would be inbound, compared to 27% in 2015.  
Although this is not a large shift, it would imply that there would be 431,200 more 
additional inbound passengers by 2020 than in the business as usual expansion 
described in Scenario 1. The breakdown of passengers in 2020 is given in Figure 
5.10 for Scenario 4. 
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Figure 5.10 – Scenario 4 Total Attributable Passenger Breakdown 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

If the passenger population grew in line with that described above, the economic 
impact of passenger expenditure, airport operations and on-site and off-site 
operators across Scotland by 2020 could be £1,066.6 million and 27,088 jobs.  Of 
this the spending of inbound and outbound passengers could support 16,247 jobs 
elsewhere in Scotland, outwith the environs of Edinburgh Airport.  This is over 
3,700 jobs more than were supported by this activity in 2015.   Overall, this 
scenario would represent a 24.7% growth in employment impacts between 2015 
and 2020.  The employment impacts by source is given in Figure 5.11. 

Figure 5.11 – Scenario 1 Jobs Impact in Scotland by Source 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 
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5.2.5 Future Economic Impact Scenarios 

The total economic impacts for Scotland are given in Table 5.1 for the year 2020.  
This shows that: 

• in Scenario 1, passenger expenditure, airport operations and on-site and off-
site operators could support 25,562 jobs and £1,019.7 million GVA throughout 
Scotland;  

• in Scenario 2, passenger expenditure, airport operations and on-site and off-
site operators could support 24,053 jobs and £973.9 million GVA throughout 
Scotland;  

• in Scenario 3, passenger expenditure, airport operations and on-site and off-
site operators could support 38,024 jobs and £1,417.1 million GVA throughout 
Scotland; and 

• in Scenario 4, passenger expenditure, airport operations and on-site and off-
site operators could support 27,088 jobs and £1,066.6 million GVA throughout 
Scotland 

Table 5.1 – Economic Impacts of Scenarios in Scotland (2020) 

Scenario GVA (£m) Jobs 

2015 Impact 857.5 21,727 

Scenario 1 1,019.7 25,562 

Scenario 2 973.9 24,053 

Scenario 3 1,417.1 38,024 

Scenario 4 1,066.6 27,088 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

This analysis illustrates that the future economic impact of Edinburgh Airport will 
depend to a large extent on the future mix of passengers.  By considering 
scenarios in which the additional passengers are assumed to come exclusively 
from those passenger categories with the least and greatest impact per 
passenger, it was possible to estimate a range in which the future economic 
impact could be.  Therefore, if passenger numbers grow to 13.1 million by 2020, 
future airport operations, passenger expenditure, on-site and off-site activity could 
support between 24,053 jobs and 38,024 jobs and between £1.0 and £1.4 billion 
GVA/year across Scotland. 
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Figure 5.12 – Total Jobs Impact of Future Scenarios (2020) 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

5.3 Example Flights 

The methods used in the future scenario economic impact analysis also enable 
the impacts of hypothetical new flights routes to be estimated.  This is based on 
the economic impacts per passenger type that is given in Figure 5.2. 

An illustration of the impact associated with a hypothetical new direct flight 
between Edinburgh and Beijing is given in Figure 5.13.  Additional assumptions 
were required regarding the number of flights between each destination and the 
number of seats on these flights that would be likely to be filled.  As this would be 
an international flight path, it was assumed that the majority of the passengers 
would be inbound international passengers, on either leisure, VFR or business 
trips.  The economic impact of the spending of the passengers on these flights 
could support 239 jobs in Scotland and generate £7.8 million GVA annually.   
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Figure 5.13 – Hypothetical Annual Economic Impact of New Flight Route 
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6 AIR FREIGHT 
In addition to providing services for passengers Edinburgh Airport is also a freight 
hub involved in the transportation of goods in and out of the country.  The goods 
transported are frequently high value, often from sectors such as 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals and engineering. 

This chapter considers: 

• the current trends in importing and exporting at Edinburgh Airport; 

• the economic impact that this freight has on the Scottish economy; and  

• the future economic impact of freight activity at the Airport in 2020 under 
different growth scenarios. 

6.1 Freight at Edinburgh Airport 

6.1.1 Non-EU Exports 

In 2015, the total value of exports that were flown to non-EU countries from 
Edinburgh Airport was  £83.4 million.  The total volume of this freight was 1.0 
thousand tonnes. 

Data provided by the HMRC shows that Edinburgh Airport exports significantly 
less by value and by weight compared to other Scottish airports.  For example, 
Glasgow International Airport exported 14.0 thousand tonnes of freight, worth 
more than £1.2 billion in 2015, as shown in Table 6.1.  Furthermore, the value per 
kilogram of goods exported by Edinburgh Airport was lower than that of other 
Scottish airports. 

Table 6.1 – Total Freight Exports of Scottish Airports in 2015 

 
Value (£ 
millions) 

Volume (thousand 
tonnes) 

Value per kg 

Aberdeen International Airport 449.7 4.7 97 

Edinburgh Airport 83.4 1.0 81 

Glasgow International Airport 1,218.3 14.0 87 

Prestwick Airport 900.8 2.3 388 
Source: HMRC (2016), Trade Info 2015 

Between 2010 and 2014, exports to non-EU countries from Edinburgh Airport fell 
from over £122.1 million to £62.0 million, a decrease of 49%. Over the same 
period, the total volume of freight fell by 7%, indicating that goods being exported 
are of a comparatively lower value. 

However, in 2015 the value of freight increased to £83.4 million, an increase of 
more than a third. Over the same period the volume of freight increased by 
roughly the same proportion, suggesting that the average value per kilogram has 
not increased (Figure 6.1).  
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Figure 6.1 – Edinburgh Freight Exports, 2010-2015 
 

 

Source: HMRC (2016), Trade Info 2015 

In 2015, Edinburgh Airport: 

• the total value of freight exported by Edinburgh Airport was below the level 
exported by other Scottish Airports; and 

• had an increase in the value of freight exported, but it is below the total value 
of freight exported in 2010.  Additionally, the growth in volume of freight, 
indicates that the value per kilogram exported has decreased. 

6.1.2 Non-EU Imports 

In 2015, the total value of imports flown into Edinburgh Airport from outside the 
UK was £48.3 million, with a total weight of 0.4 thousand tonnes and a value per 
kilogram of £123.  Therefore, although imports are a smaller percentage of the 
total goods that pass through Edinburgh Airport, equating to 37% by total value, 
imported goods have a higher value by weight. 

Edinburgh Airport handles fewer imports than other Scottish airports, such as 
Glasgow International Airport, which handles almost £1.4 billion of imported 
goods by value.  Prestwick Airport, which supports the nearby aerospace industry, 
has a value per kilogram of £300, as demonstrated in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 – Total Freight Imports of Scottish Airports in 2015 

 
Value (£ 
millions) 

Volume (thousand 
tonnes) 

Value per kg 
(£) 

Aberdeen International Airport 664.3 10.6 62 

Edinburgh Airport 48.3 0.4 123 

Glasgow International Airport 1,356.6 9.8 138 

Prestwick Airport 668.8 2.2 300 
Source: HMRC (2016), Trade Info 2015 
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Between 2010 and 2015 the total value of imports fell from £84.6 million to £48.3 
million, a decrease of 43%, although there was an increase in value in between 
2014 and 2015, as can be seen in Figure 6.2.  Over the same period, the total 
volume of freight decreased from 1.2 thousand tonnes to 0.4 thousand tonnes, a 
decrease of 67%, suggesting that the value per kilogram of freight has increased 
since 2010. 

Figure 6.2 – Edinburgh Freight Imports, 2010-2015 

  

Source: HMRC (2016), Trade Info 2015 

In 2015, Edinburgh Airport: 

• the value of freight imported by Edinburgh Airport was below the level 
imported by other Scottish Airports; and 

• recorded a small increase in imports, although the total value of imports has 
decreased since 2010.  However the average of value of imports has been 
increasing steadily. 

6.1.3 EU Imports and Exports 

Trade statistics published by HMRC do not cover the value and volume of export 
and import trade between Edinburgh Airport and the European Union.  However, 
annual statistics published by Eurostat show that the tonnage of freight between 
Edinburgh Airport and the European Union was equal to 3.1 thousand tonnes in 
2014, the latest year for which data is available.  Since 2010, the volume of EU 
freight has increased from under 2.4 thousand tonnes, despite a small dip in 
2013, as can be seen in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3 – Freight Trade with the EU, 2010-2014 

 

Source: Eurostat 

It was assumed that the breakdown of exports and imports by volume, as well as 
by category, would be the same for EU trade as for non-EU trade.  Therefore, it 
was estimated that 2.3 thousand tonnes of freight were exported from Edinburgh 
Airport to EU countries and 0.9 thousand tonnes were imported. 

In order to estimate the value, it was assumed that the value per tonne of exports 
and imports to EU countries would be the same as for non-EU countries.  The 
value per tonne was then multiplied by the estimated volume of trade to generate 
a total estimated value of exports of £182.3 million and an estimated value of 
imports of £105.7 million. 

Table 6.3 – Total Freight Trade with the EU, 2014 

 Exports Imports 

Total Volume of Trade (thousand tonnes) 2.3 0.9 

Value per Tonne of Trade (£ 000s) 80.7 122.5 

Total Value of Trade (£millions) 182.3 105.7 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

6.2 Current Economic Impact of Air Freight 

Although Edinburgh Airport acts only as a conduit for goods manufactured and 
sold elsewhere it nevertheless plays a vital part in supporting the economy, by 
lowering barriers to entry for those looking to import or export goods and 
commodities.  

If Edinburgh Airport did not exist it can be assumed that this would result in 
significantly less economic activity, as additional time and costs associated with 
finding a different mode of freight could potentially be very large.  The economic 
impact associated with the Airport's freight operations have been estimated on 
this basis. 
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6.2.1 Exports 

Exports that are flown through Edinburgh Airport represent turnover for the 
companies that produce the goods that are then sold abroad.  As these 
companies generate profit and support employment, this leads to economic value 
being created. 

This economic value of non-EU exports was estimated by assigning economic 
sectors to categories of exports based on a detailed breakdown by commodity 
code.  By applying ratios of turnover/GVA and turnover/employment from the 
Annual Business Survey, it was possible to estimate how much GVA and 
employment could be generated by these exports.  It was assumed that EU 
exports would have a similar breakdown as non-EU exports. 

The total direct impact supported by exports which are handled by Edinburgh 
Airport was therefore estimated to be £89.2 million GVA and 1,240 jobs, of which 
£61.2 million GVA and 851 jobs are from EU exports and £28.0 million GVA and 
389 jobs were from non-EU exports. 

Table 6.4 – Total GVA and Employment of Exports from Edinburgh Airport, 2015 

 Value  

Non-EU GVA (£m) 28.0 

EU GVA (£m) 61.2 

Total GVA (£m) 89.2 

Non-EU Employment 389 

EU Employment 851 

Total Employment 1,240 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

However, this method is likely to overestimate the economic activity that the 
Airport supports as without its presence exporters would likely be able to use 
other means of transportation, such as commercial shipping or a different airport. 

Nevertheless, the presence of Edinburgh Airport leads to significant time and cost 
savings for businesses, which allows them to lower costs and generate more 
economic activity and employment.  In some cases these time and cost savings 
may allow companies to export profitably, when otherwise they would not export.  
Therefore, it was assumed that 50% of the economic activity related to non-EU 
exports flown from Edinburgh Airport can be attributed to the Airport. It was also 
assumed that 33% of EU exports are attributable to the presence of Edinburgh 
Airport, as there are more alternative methods of transportation available for 
transporting goods to the EU. 

In order to estimate the level of activity that would be supported in Scotland and 
the City of Edinburgh it was necessary to make assumptions about where 
exporters would be based.  It was assumed that 100% of the exporters would be 
based in Scotland, as exporters from outwith Scotland, such as those in England, 
would be likely to use more local airports.  It was assumed that 12% of exporters 
would be based in the City of Edinburgh this is the proportion of manufacturing 
jobs in the City of Edinburgh compared to Eastern Scotland, according to BRES. 

By this method, it was estimated that economic activity supported by exports 
through Edinburgh Airport generated £34.4 million GVA and 478 jobs in the 
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Scottish economy, of which £4.0 million GVA and 55 jobs would be in the 
economy of the City of Edinburgh. 

Table 6.5 – Direct Impact of Exports from Edinburgh Airport, 2015 

 City of Edinburgh Scotland 

Non-EU GVA (£m) 1.6 14.0 

EU GVA (£m) 2.4 20.4 

Total GVA (£m) 4.0 34.4 

Non-EU Employment 22 195 

EU Employment 33 284 

Total Employment 55 478 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

There would also be indirect benefits associated with exports supported by the 
Airport, as those businesses that do export would contribute to the economy by 
buying goods and services from other businesses in the economy.  There would 
also be induced impacts as those who work in the businesses that export through 
Edinburgh Airport spend their wages in the local economy.   

These impacts were estimated by applying sector-specific GVA and employment 
multipliers to the direct impact. GVA and employment multipliers for EU exports 
were derived from non-EU exports.  As the supply chain and spending may not be 
concentrated in the same area as the business being supported, it was assumed 
that 33% of the benefits associated with the City of Edinburgh would be in the City 
of Edinburgh. 

In this way it was estimated that the indirect and induced impacts associated with 
exports supported by Edinburgh Airport currently generates £24.9 million GVA for 
the Scottish economy and supports 521 Scottish jobs, of which £0.9 million GVA 
and 20 jobs are in the City of Edinburgh. 

Table 6.6 – Indirect Impact of Exports from Edinburgh Airport, 2015 

 City of Edinburgh Scotland 

Indirect GVA (£m) 0.5 14.1 

Induced GVA (£m) 0.4 10.8 

Total GVA (£m) 0.9 24.9 

Indirect Employment 11 285 

Induced Employment 9 236 

Total Employment 20 521 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

When the direct, indirect and induced impacts of exports through Edinburgh 
Airport are added together, the total estimated impact is £59.3 million GVA and 
almost 1,000 jobs in Scotland, of which £4.9 million GVA and 75 jobs would be in 
Scotland. 
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Table 6.7 – Total Impact of Exports from Edinburgh Airport, 2015 

 City of Edinburgh Scotland 

Total GVA (£m) 4.9 59.3 

Total Employment 75 999 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

6.2.2 Imports 

As well as facilitating exports of goods made in Scotland, Edinburgh Airport 
facilitates imports of goods made outside the UK.  The products that are most 
frequently imported into Scotland through the Airport are chemicals and 
machinery.  These are not consumer products, but rather products that are 
bought by other companies to enable them to produce another good or service. 
These goods have an economic impact as they supply companies in the Scottish 
economy that in turn sell these goods to consumers or use them as factors in the 
production of other goods and services.  

In order to estimate the level of economic activity supported by imports that flow 
through Edinburgh Airport it was necessary to assign sectors in the Scottish 
economy, which are likely to use these imports as materials in a production 
process or to sell them, based on a detailed breakdown of imports by commodity 
code.  It was assumed that the breakdown of EU imports would be the same as 
non-EU imports.   

GVA, turnover and employment for each category was then estimated by 
applying ratios of supplies (as imports are assumed to be) to GVA, turnover and 
employment for the relevant sectors.  Turnover, GVA and employment multipliers 
for EU imports were derived from non-EU imports. 

In this way it was estimated that imports of £154.0 million would allow businesses 
to generate turnover of £256.1 million.  From turnover of £256.1 million, it was 
estimated that imports would generate GVA just over £100 million and directly 
support 1,637 jobs, as demonstrated in Table 6.7. 
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Table 6.8 – Total Economic Activity associated with Imports from Edinburgh Airport in 
2015 

 Value  

Value of Non-EU Supplies/Imports (£m) 48.3 

Value of EU Supplies/Imports (£m) 105.7 

Total Value of Supplies/Imports (£m) 154.0 

Turnover Supported by Imports/Supplies from Non-EU Countries (£m) 80.4 

Turnover Supported by Imports/Supplies from EU Countries (£m) 175.7 

Total Turnover Supported by Imports/Supplies (£m) 256.1 

GVA Associated with Supplies from Non-EU Countries (£m) 31.4 

GVA Associated with Supplies from EU Countries (£m) 68.7 

Total GVA Associated with Imported Supplies (£m) 100.1 

Employment Associated with Supplies from Non-EU Countries  514 

EU Associated with Supplies from EU Countries  1,123 

Total Employment 1,637 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

Not all of this economic activity is directly attributable to Edinburgh Airport. Some 
imports would have been imported into Scotland through other means, for 
example by commercial shipping or a different airport.  This would represent 
additional time and costs to the businesses that are being supplied by the import, 
resulting in higher costs or lower turnover and less economic activity and 
employment.  As a result, it was assumed that 50% of imports from non-EU 
countries that are handled by Edinburgh Airport would be additional.  Due to the 
greater variety of transport options available it was assumed that the additionality 
of EU imports would be 33%. 

It was also necessary to make assumptions about where the businesses that use 
these supplies would be located.  It was assumed that the destination of 100% of 
imports would be Scotland, and therefore all the economic activity would occur in 
Scotland.  Furthermore, the proportion of economic activity that would be 
supported in the City of Edinburgh was estimated to be 35%, based on the 
proportion of all jobs that are located in the City of Edinburgh as a percentage of 
all jobs in Eastern Scotland. 

In this way it was estimated that the total economic activity supported by imports 
flowing through Edinburgh Airport could be £38.6 million GVA and 631 jobs in 
Scotland, and £13.4 million GVA and 219 jobs in the City of Edinburgh. 
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Table 6.9 – Direct Impact of Imports from Edinburgh Airport in 2015 

 City of Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA Supported by Non-EU Imports (£m) 5.4 15.7 

GVA Supported by EU Imports (£m) 8.0 22.9 

Total GVA Supported by Imports (£m) 13.4 38.6 

Employment Supported by Non-EU Imports  89 256 

Employment Supported by EU imports 130 374 

Total Employment Supported by Imports 219 631 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

6.3 Future Growth Scenarios for Air Freight  

The Scottish Government has a target of increasing the total value of exports from 
Scotland by 50% by 2017, from 20109.  This can be calculated to equal an 
annualised rate of about 6% growth a year.  This section considers the potential 
future economic impact of freight passing through Edinburgh Airport by 2020 in a 
high growth and low growth scenario.  These are: 

• Scenario 1 – is the high growth scenario in which the level of freight traffic 
grows in line with Scottish Government targets; and 

• Scenario 2 – is the low growth scenario in which the level of freight traffic 
grows at half the rate of the Scottish Government targets.  

6.3.1 Scenario 1 

In Scenario 1 it was assumed that growth in exports at Edinburgh Airport grows in 
line with the targets of the Scottish Government.  It was therefore assumed that 
between 2015 and 2020 Edinburgh Airport would experience 6% annual growth 
of non-EU exports, resulting in a total growth in exports of about 34% by 2020.  As 
data for EU imports is from 2014, it was assumed that a 6% annual growth in 
Exports would result in 42% growth by 2020. 

Under this scenario, it was assumed that the composition of exports would remain 
the same as in 2015.  The same assumptions about indirect and induced effects 
were also applied.  It was also assumed that 50% of the growth in non-EU exports 
and 33% of EU exports would be additional, representing time and cost savings to 
businesses. 

It was estimated that a 6% annual increase in exports being flown through 
Edinburgh Airport between 2015 and 2020 would generate £6.8 million GVA and 
support 104 jobs in the City of Edinburgh, and £82.0 million GVA and 1,382 jobs 
would be supported in the Scottish economy. 

                                                
9 Scottish Government (2011), The Government Economic Strategy 
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Table 6.10 – Total Impact of Exports from Edinburgh Airport in 2020 under Scenario 1 

 City of Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA Supported by Non-EU Exports (£m) 2.7 32.3 

GVA Supported by EU Exports (£m) 4.1 49.8 

Total GVA Supported by Exports (£m) 6.8 82.0 

Employment Supported by Non-EU Exports  41 543 

Employment Supported by EU Exports 63 839 

Total Employment Supported by Exports 104 1,382 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

It was also assumed that if exports were to increase by 6% annually, imports 
would also increase by the same rate.  Similarly, it was assumed that the 
composition of imports would remain the same and that the level of additionality 
would equal 50% for non-EU imports and 33% for EU imports. 

In this way, it was estimated that a 6% annual increase in imports would support 
£18.5 million GVA and 303 jobs in the City of Edinburgh, and £53.4 million GVA 
and 873 jobs in Scotland. 

Table 6.11 – Total Impact of Imports from Edinburgh Airport in 2020 under Scenario 1 

 City of Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA Supported by Non-EU Imports (£m) 7.3 20.1 

GVA Supported by EU Imports (£m) 11.2 32.4 

Total GVA Supported by Imports (£m) 18.5 53.4 

Employment Supported by Non-EU Imports  119 343 

Employment Supported by EU imports 184 530 

Total Employment Supported by Imports 303 873 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

6.3.2 Scenario 2 

Under Scenario 2 it was assumed that annual growth would be half the level of 
Scenario 1, resulting in non-EU export growth of 17% by 2020 and EU export 
growth of 21% by 2020.  It was also assumed that 50% of non-EU growth and 
33% of EU growth would be additional. 

It was estimated that this would generate £70.6 million GVA and 1,190 jobs in 
Scotland, of which £5.9 million GVA and 89 jobs would be in the City of 
Edinburgh. 
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Table 6.12 – Total Impact of Exports from Edinburgh Airport in 2020 under Scenario 2 

 City of Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA Supported by Non-EU Exports (£m) 2.3 28.2 

GVA Supported by EU Exports (£m) 3.5 42.5 

Total GVA Supported by Exports (£m) 5.9 70.6 

Employment Supported by Non-EU Exports  36 475 

Employment Supported by EU Exports 54 716 

Total Employment Supported by Exports 89 1,190 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

Again it was assumed that imports would increase at the same rate as exports, 
with the same level of additionality.  Therefore under Scenario 2, imports would 
generate £46.0 million GVA and over 750 jobs in the Scottish economy, of which 
£15.9 million GVA and 261 jobs would be in the City of Edinburgh. 

Table 6.13 – Total Impact of Imports from Edinburgh Airport in 2020 under Scenario 2 

 City of Edinburgh Scotland 

GVA Supported by Non-EU Imports (£m) 6.4 18.3 

GVA Supported by EU Imports (£m) 9.6 27.6 

Total GVA Supported by Imports (£m) 15.9 46.0 

Employment Supported by Non-EU Imports  104 300 

Employment Supported by EU imports 157 452 

Total Employment Supported by Imports 261 752 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
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7 CATALYTIC IMPACTS 
Since 2007, the main objective of the Scottish Government has been to increase 
sustainable economic growth.  The framework for achieving this is provided by 
Scotland’s Economic Strategy, the latest version of which was published in March 
201510.  To deliver this broad objective the Strategy identifies four key priorities, 
the “four i’s” of Investment, Internationalisation, Inclusive Growth and Innovation.  
Edinburgh Airport makes an important contribution to achieving at least three of 
these priority areas. 

The Airport is a key part of Scotland’s economic infrastructure, providing a crucial 
link between Scotland and the rest of the world. The Airport also plays a key role 
in helping to internationalise the Scottish economy by providing vital links to 
overseas markets and a gateway between Scotland and the rest of the world.  
These links are vital, not only for supporting the export led growth of indigenous 
businesses but also for helping to make Scotland more attractive to overseas 
investors.  By providing an international gateway between Scotland and the world 
the Airport also directly supports the Scottish tourist industry, one of six priority 
sectors identified in the strategy and boosts Scotland’s global profile. 

Edinburgh Airport also provides a number of direct air links to remote mainland 
and island communities in Scotland, helping to connect them to markets and 
services elsewhere in Scotland and further afield.  Such links play an important 
role in ensuring that economic growth in Scotland is inclusive, a third priority area 
identified in the Strategy. 

The contribution that Edinburgh Airport makes to achieving Scotland’s strategic 
economic objectives is summarised in Figure 7.1 and described in further detail in 
the remainder of this chapter. 

Figure 7.1 – Wider Impacts of Edinburgh Airport 

 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 

                                                
10 Scottish Government (March 2015), Scotland’s Economic Strategy 
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7.1 Strategic Economic Infrastructure 

Like all efficient systems a successful economy requires sound foundations. A 
respected legal system to enforce property rights, an effective education system 
to train workers and high quality physical infrastructure that enables businesses to 
connect with their customers and markets.  

In today’s interconnected world, where firms must increasingly complete at a 
global rather than a national or regional level, airports play a vital role in providing 
this connectivity.  As Scotland’s busiest airport Edinburgh Airport is a vital 
component of Scotland’s national economic infrastructure, providing vital links to 
overseas markets and a gateway between Scotland and the rest of the world. 

The link between connectivity and economic growth is widely recognised.   
Research11 published in 2015 for example used data on aviation connectivity and 
GDP per head for 40 European countries to demonstrate that a 10% increase in 
air connectivity is associated with a 0.5% increase in GDP/head.  Importantly the 
analysis also showed that this relationship is two-way.  That is, that increased air 
connectivity is not just a consequence of growth but also a catalyst for it. 

7.2 Links to Overseas Markets 

One of the main ways in which airports act as a catalyst for economic growth is by 
creating links to overseas markets, both for indigenous businesses and potential 
overseas investors. 

7.2.1 Exports 

Scotland’s Economic Strategy emphasises the importance of increasing exports 
as a means of rebalancing the Scottish economy.  To help achieve this the 
Scottish Government has set a target of increasing the value of international 
exports by 50% by 2017. 

The importance of exports to the Scottish economy is however not just about the 
absolute value of the goods sold but about the implications this has for business 
specialisation.  By linking Scotland to international markets, Edinburgh Airport 
enables the economy to develop areas of comparative advantage and individual 
businesses to exploit areas of high-value specialisation that may have a limited 
domestic market.  In the long-term this should help to increase Scotland’s overall 
level of productivity, which is the key determinant of long-term economic growth.  

Edinburgh Airport already plays a key role in underpinning the current export 
performance of Scottish businesses.  It does this by enabling businesses 
passengers to engage directly with customers and markets outside Scotland, 
helping them to sell more goods and services overseas.  As discussed in Chapter 
6 the Airport also directly facilitates the sale of more than £83 million of goods. 

7.2.2 Inward Investment 

The importance of air connectivity to business performance means that airports 
are also an important factor in determining how attractive cities are to potential 
investors.  International air connections facilitate the effective management of 
overseas operations and the operation of central administrative functions.  They 

                                                
11 Airports Council International Europe (January 2015), Europe’s Airports.  Economic impact, 
the theory and the practice. 
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also enable specialists to operate more effectively across different locations and 
make it easier to interact with clients and suppliers from branch locations. 

Numerous rankings and indices exist that compare the location offering of 
different cities around the world.  Despite significant differences in methodology, 
virtually all of these rankings include some measure of international connectivity, 
highlighting the importance of this as a key determinant of competitiveness. 

“Hotspots” for example, a research programme delivered by the Economist that 
ranks the competitiveness of 120 of the world’s major cities, uses the frequency of 
international flights as one of the indicators of global competitiveness.  Similarly, 
the Global Power City Index, which purports to rank the major cities of the world 
according to their “magnetism”, includes indicators relating to international 
transport networks and infrastructure. 

This implies that Edinburgh Airport and the international connections that it 
provides play an important role in enhancing perceptions about the attractiveness 
of Edinburgh, and Scotland, as an investment location.  Further evidence for this 
can be found in the European Cities Monitor12 published by the global real estate 
company, Cushman and Wakefield, which ranks Edinburgh 31st out of 36 
European cities in terms of overall competitiveness but 25th in terms of external 
transport links. 

Scotland’s Economic Strategy emphasises the importance of attracting inward 
investment and highlights Scotland’s strong performance in this area compared to 
other regions and nations within the UK.  Edinburgh Airport has undoubtedly 
made an important contribution to this. 

7.3 Domestic Connectivity  

In addition to providing valuable links with international markets, Edinburgh Airport 
also plays an important role in enhancing connectivity within the UK.  As Figure 
3.10 illustrated, by far the most popular route to and from Edinburgh Airport is 
Heathrow and overall seven of the ten most popular routes are within the UK. 

7.3.1 Business Growth 

Connectivity within the UK is regarded as important by businesses for much the 
same reasons as good international air links.  By providing direct air links to other 
major cities in the UK Edinburgh airport enables businesses in Scotland to 
engage easily and directly with clients all over the UK, making it easier to do 
business outside Scotland and supporting business growth.   

Frequent and reliable connections to other parts of the UK enable senior 
executives to travel easily between locations, improving management efficiency 
and enhancing operational decision-making.  Such connections also make it 
possible for senior staff to work regularly in London, or other parts of the UK, while 
remaining resident in Scotland. 

The ability to, in effect, commute between Edinburgh and London may also have 
long-term implications for the Scottish labour market by enabling Scotland to 
retain senior executive talent that may otherwise migrate toward London and the 
South East.  This effect may be particularly important in sectors such as financial 
services (another of the six priority growth sectors identified in Scotland’s 

                                                
12 Cushman & Wakefield (2011), European Cities Monitor 2011 
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Economic Strategy), where Scotland might otherwise be perceived as peripheral 
to the global market. 

7.3.2 Connecting Remote Communities 

As well as connecting Scotland’s capital with major cities elsewhere in the UK and 
overseas, Edinburgh Airport also provides a number of connections to small, 
remote communities within Scotland.  Regular services operate between the 
airport and Kirkwall on Orkney, Stornoway on Lewis, Sumburgh on Shetland and 
Wick in the far north of the Scottish mainland. 

Figure 7.2 – Edinburgh Airport links with other Scottish Airports 

 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

These services provide important air connectivity to some of Scotland’s most 
remote communities, enabling residents to access services and opportunities 
elsewhere in Scotland, bringing valuable tourist expenditure and enabling local 
businesses to connect with customers elsewhere in Scotland and beyond.   All of 
this helps to ensure that economic growth in Scotland is inclusive, one of the main 
priorities identified in Scotland’s Economic Strategy. 

7.4 An International Gateway 

Edinburgh Airport is an international gateway between Scotland and the rest of 
the world, providing a key entry point for domestic and international visitors alike. 
The Airport is therefore central to the success of the Scottish tourism sector, one 
of the six priority growth sectors identified in Scotland’s Economic Strategy. 

The economic contribution of the tourists who enter Scotland through Edinburgh 
Airport has been quantified elsewhere in this report.  What is more difficult to 
quantify is the wider contribution that this makes to Scotland’s international 
reputation and global profile.  

Every international visitor who comes to Scotland will go home with experiences 
to share and stories to tell.  These stories and experiences all help to raise 
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Scotland’s profile overseas and (providing they are positive!) reinforce Scotland’s 
reputation as a high quality visitor destination.  All of this helps not only to attract 
new visitors and maintain the competitiveness of the Scottish tourism sector but 
also to raise Scotland’s global profile, making it easier to attract talent and 
investment from all over the world. 
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8 SUMMARY  
This report has shown that in 2015 the benefits associated with Edinburgh Airport 
amounted to: 

• £955.4 million GVA to the Scottish economy of which £507.1 million was 
retained within the City of Edinburgh; and 

• almost 23,358 jobs, of which 12,327 were in the City of Edinburgh. 

A breakdown of this impact by category is provided in the two figures below and a 
detailed breakdown by source is provided in the two tables in the following pages. 

Figure 8.1 – Economic Contribution of Edinburgh Airport to the Scottish Economy in 
2014/15 by Category of Impact 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Source: BiGGAR Economics 

 
Figure 8.2 – Economic Contribution of Edinburgh Airport to the Edinburgh Economy in 
2014/15 by Category of Impact 

 
Source: BiGGAR Economics 
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Table 8.1 – Total Current Impact of Edinburgh Airport – GVA (£ millions) 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

Direct impact of Edinburgh Airport 86.2 86.2 

Edinburgh Airport Supplier impact 10.0 26.7 

Edinburgh Airport Staff expenditure impact 2.1 10.7 

Edinburgh Airport Capital investment impact 5.5 14.6 

Total impact of Edinburgh Airport operations 103.8 138.1 

Direct impact of on-site operations 161.8 161.8 

Indirect impact of on-site operations 17.8 54.0 

Induced impact of on-site operations 15.3 46.4 

Total impact of on-site operations 194.9 262.2 

Direct impact of off-site operations 26.8 26.8 

Indirect impact of off-site operations 3.0 9.0 

Induced impact of off-site operations 1.6 4.8 

Total impact of off-site operations 31.4 40.7 

Impact of expenditure by inbound passengers 115.3 301.9 

Impact of expenditure by outbound passengers 43.3 114.5 

Total impact of passenger expenditure 158.6 416.4 

Impact of exported goods attributable to Airport 4.9 59.3 

Impact of imported goods attributable to Airport 13.4 38.6 

Total impact of freight attributable to Airport 18.3 97.9 

TOTAL IMPACT OF EDINBURGH AIRPORT 507.1 955.4 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
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Table 8.2 – Total Current Impact of Edinburgh Airport – Jobs 

 Edinburgh Scotland 

Direct impact of Edinburgh Airport 582 582 

Edinburgh Airport Supplier impact 187 479 

Edinburgh Airport Staff expenditure impact 44 216 

Edinburgh Airport Capital investment impact 88 239 

Total impact of Edinburgh Airport operations 901 1,516 

Direct impact of on-site operations 4,275 4,275 

Indirect impact of on-site operations 507 1,536 

Induced impact of on-site operations 313 948 

Total impact of on-site operations 5,094 6,759 

Direct impact of off-site operations 682 682 

Indirect impact of off-site operations 52 158 

Induced impact of off-site operations 33 99 

Total impact of off-site operations 766 939 

Impact of expenditure by in-bound passengers 4,077 9,624 

Impact of expenditure by out-bound passengers 1,194 2,890 

Total impact of passenger expenditure 5,271 12,514 

Impact of exported goods attributable to Airport  75  999 

Impact of imported goods attributable to Airport 219 631 

Total impact of freight attributable to Airport 294 1,630 

TOTAL IMPACT OF EDINBURGH AIRPORT  12,327  23,358 
Source: BiGGAR Economics.  Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

The analysis has also shown that having an airport in Edinburgh also makes an 
important but unquantifiable contribution to the competitiveness of the Scottish 
economy.  It does this by enabling Scottish businesses to connect with markets 
and customers elsewhere in the UK and overseas and by providing an 
international gateway between Scotland and the rest of the world. 

This report has also estimated that by the year 2020 the economic benefits 
associated with Edinburgh Airport could amount to: 

• between £1.1 and £1.6 billion GVA/year to the Scottish economy, of which 
between £594.9 and £767.8 million GVA could be retained in Edinburgh; and 

• supporting between around 26,000 and 40,280 Scottish jobs, of which 
between approximately 13,940 and 19,920 could be in the City of Edinburgh. 

Exactly where in this range the future economic benefits associated with the 
Airport falls will depend on the nature of the new routes introduced between 2016 
and 2020, the type of passengers that these help to attract and the growth in air 
freight activity. 
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9 APPENDIX – ABOUT BIGGAR ECONOMICS 
BiGGAR Economics is a leading independent economic consultancy, founded in 
2002, providing a range of economic consulting services to central and local 
government, economic development agencies, universities, other public sector 
agencies and private sector firms across Europe from our base near Edinburgh. 

BiGGAR Economics has a wide variety of experience in economic impact 
assessment, having undertaken numerous projects in Scotland and beyond. In 
particular, BiGGAR Economics has knowledge and expertise of the economic 
context in which Edinburgh Airport is based having undertaken economic analysis 
of a number of development scenarios for West Edinburgh.  West Edinburgh is 
one of Scotland's most important economic areas, consisting of Edinburgh Airport, 
the Royal Highland Showground and the International Business Gateway, a key 
inward investment site for headquarters investment projects.  Additionally, 
BiGGAR Economics has undertaken work for the Royal Highland and Agricultural 
Society of Scotland, which manages the Royal Highland Show at Ingliston. 

BiGGAR Economics also has extensive experience of working in the wider 
Edinburgh area.  This includes the University of Edinburgh, which has 
commissioned several economic impact studies to inform its strategic plans.  
Other projects include economic impact studies of Heriot-Watt University, 
Edinburgh Napier University, Edinburgh Castle and a socio-economic 
assessment of Edinburgh's Cultural Venues. 

Many of the projects undertaken by BiGGAR Economics have had policy 
implications at a wider European level.  For example, BiGGAR Economics has 
been involved in assessing the socioeconomic and tourism impacts of a proposed 
expansion of Aberdeen Harbour, which considered the impact of development on 
harbour users, day-to-day operations, employee expenditure, the role of 
businesses that provide logistical support and tourism activity associated with 
cruise ships.  Furthermore, a cost-benefit analysis carried out of the Harbour has 
been used to seek funding from the European Investment Bank.  

A further example is analysis quantifying the economic impact of the 21 members 
of the League of European Research Universities (LERU).  The analysis 
considered how the group of Universities impacts the European economy as well 
as the economies of the countries in which they are based, and had a significant 
impact in the policy debate about reductions in funding for science and research 
at the European Commission.  

 


